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Properties of the strange axial mesons in the relativized quark model
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We study properties of the strange axial mesons in the relativized quark model. We calculate theK1 decay
constant in the quark model and show how it can be used to extract theK1(

3P1)2K1(
1P1) mixing angle

(uK) from the weak decayt→K1nt . The ratioB„t→ntK1(1270)…/B„t→ntK1(1400)… is the most sensitive
measurement and also the most reliable since the largest of the theoretical uncertainties factor out. Howev
the current bounds extracted from the TPC/Two-Gamma Collaboration measurements are rather weak: w
typically obtain230°&uK&50° at 68% C.L. We also calculate the strong OZI-allowed decays in the pseu-
doscalar emission model and the flux-tube-breaking model and extract a3P1-

1P1 mixing angle ofuK.45°.
Our analysis also indicates that the heavy quark limit does not give a good description of the strange meson

PACS number~s!: 13.25.Jx, 12.39.Jh, 12.39.Ki, 12.39.Pn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The strange axial mesons offer interesting possibilities f
the study of QCD in the nonperturbative regime through t
mixing of the 3P1 and

1P1 states. In the SU~3! limit these
states do not mix, just as thea1 andb1 mesons do not mix.
For a strange quark mass greater than the up and down qu
masses, SU~3! is broken so that the3P1 and

1P1 states mix
to give the physicalK1 states. In the heavy quark limit,
where the strange quark becomes infinitely heavy, the lig
quark’s spin couples with the orbital angular momentum r
sulting in the light quark having total angular momentum
j5 2

3 in one state andj5 1
2 in the other state, each state hav

ing distinct properties@1–3#. By studying the strange axial
mesons and comparing them to the heavy quark limit, o
might gain some insights about hadronic properties in t
softQCD regime.

Recently, the TPC/Two-Gamma Collaboration has pr
sented measurements for the decayst2→ntK1

2(1270) and
t2→ntK1

2(1400) @4#. It is expected that the LEP, CLEO,
and BES Collaborations, with their large samples oft ’s, will
be able to study these decays in further detail@5#. These
decays provide another means of studying3P1-

1P1 mixing
of the strange axial mesons in addition to using their part
decay widths and masses.

In this paper we study the properties of the strange ax
mesons in the context of the relativized quark model@6,7#.
We compare the experimental measurements to the pre
tions of the model to extract the3P1-

1P1 mixing angle
(uK). Comparing both the experimental measurements a
model results to various limits helps in understanding t
nature of QCD in thesoft regime.

We begin in Sec. II with a brief description of the relativ
ized quark model and a description of the3P1-

1P1 mixing.
By comparing the mass predictions of the quark model to t
observedK1 masses we obtain our first estimate foruK . In
Sec. III we calculate theK1 decay constants using the mock
meson approach and use the results to obtain a second
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mate ofuK . In Sec. IV we study the strong decay properties
of these states using the pseudoscalar emission model@6# and
the flux-tube-breaking model@8# and use the results as an-
other way of measuring the3P1-

1P1 mixing angle. When
appropriate, we examine the nonrelativistic and heavy quark
limits to gain insights into the underlying dynamics. Various
aspects of the phenomenology of the strange axial meson
have also been studied by Suzuki in a series of recent pape
@9,10#, using approaches complementary to ours.

II. THE K1 MASSES AND 3P12
1P1 MIXING

In this section we give a very brief description of the
relativized quark model@6,7#. The spin-orbit contributions,
in particular, will be important in understanding the3P1-
1P1 mixing. The model is not derived from first principles
but is rather motivated by expected relativistic properties.
Although progress is being made using more rigorous ap-
proaches, the relativized quark model describes the proper
ties of hadrons reasonably well and presents an approac
which can give insights into the underlying dynamics that
can be obscured in the more rigorous approaches.

The basic equation of the model is the rest frame
Schrödinger-type equation. The effective potential,
Vqq̄(pW ,rW), is described by a Lorentz-vector one-gluon-
exchange interaction at short distances and a Lorentz-scala
linear confining interaction.Vqq̄(pW ,rW) was found by equating
the scattering amplitude of free quarks, using a scattering
kernel with the desired Dirac structure, with the effects be-
tween bound quarks inside a hadron@11#. Because of the
relativistic effects, the potential is momentum dependent in
addition to being coordinate dependent. The details of the
model can be found in Ref.@6#. To first order in (v/c)2,
Vqq̄(pW ,rW) reduces to the standard nonrelativistic result

Vqq̄~pW ,rW !→V~rW !5Hqq̄
conf

1Hqq̄
cont

1Hqq̄
ten

1Hqq̄
SO, ~1!

where

Hqq̄
conf

5C1br1
as~r !

r
FW q•FW q̄ ~2!
3712 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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includes the spin-independent linear confinement
Coulomb-like interaction,

Hqq̄
cont

52
8p

3

as~r !

mqmq̄
SW q•SW q̄d

3~rW !FW q•FW q̄ ~3!

is the color contact interaction,

Hqq̄
ten

52
as~r !

mqmq̄

1

r 3
F3SW q•rWSW q̄•rW

r 2
2SW q•SW q̄GFW q•FW q̄ ~4!

is the color tensor interaction,

Hqq̄
SO

5Hqq̄
SO~CM!1Hqq̄

SO~TP! ~5!

is the spin-orbit interaction with

Hqq̄
SO~CM!52

as~r !

r 3 S SW q
mqmq̄

1
SW q̄

mqmq̄
1

SW q
mq
2 1

SW q̄
mq̄
2D •LWFW q•FW q̄

~6!

its color magnetic piece arising from one-gluon excha
and

Hqq̄
SO~TP!52

1

2r

]Hqq̄
conf

]r S SW qmq
2 1

SW q̄
mq̄
2D •LW ~7!

the Thomas precession term. In these formu

^FW q•FW q̄&524/3 for a meson andas(r ) is the running cou-
pling constant of QCD.

For the case of a quark and antiquark of unequal mass
3P1 and

1P1 states can mix via the spin-orbit interaction
some other mechanism. Consequently, the physicalj51
states are linear combinations of3P1 and 1P1 which we
describe by the mixing

K1~ low!
1 5~1P1!

1cosu1~3P1!
1sinu5Kb

1cosu1Ka
1sinu,

K1~high!
1 52~1P1!

1sinu1~3P1!
1cosu

52Kb
1sinu1Ka

1cosu. ~8!

The Hamiltonian problem was solved using the followi
parameters: the slope of the linear confining potential is 0
GeV2, mu5md50.22 GeV, andms50.419 GeV. The result
ing masses of the unmixed states are

M ~Ka!51.37 GeV, M ~Kb!51.35 GeV. ~9!

We expect these values to be reasonable estimates a
model’s predictions for the closely relateda1 andb1 masses
are consistent with the experimental measurements. In
model spin-orbit mixing results inuK525° @3# but theK1
masses remain the same within the given numerical pr
sion. These mixed masses and the mixing angle are not
sistent with the measured values.

We can obtain a phenomenological estimate ofuK by con-
sidering the 232 matrix relatingKa andKb to the physical
K1’s. We do not make any assumptions about the origin
the 3P1-

1P1 mixing and treat the off-diagonal matrix ele
and
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ment of theK1 mass matrix as a free parameter. Diagonaliz-
ing theKa-Kb mass matrix gives the relation betweenuK and
the mass differences:

cos2uK5
M ~Ka!2M ~Kb!

M „K1~1402!…2M „K1~1273!…
~10!

with correspondingK1 masses

M low5Mbcos
2uK1Masin

2uK2~Ma2Mb!
sin22uK
2cos2uK

,

Mhigh5Mbsin
2uK1Macos

2uK1~Ma2Mb!
sin22uK
2cos2uK

.

~11!

Solving givesuK.641°. Note that degenerateKa andKb
masses will always result in a mixing angle of645° @12#.
Thus, the value we obtain foruK is more a reflection of the
near degeneracy of the model’s prediction forMKa

and

MKb
than anything else and one should not read too much

into the value we extract here.

III. WEAK COUPLINGS OF THE K1’s

We use the mock-meson approach to calculate the had-
ronic matrix elements@6,13–17#. The basic assumption of
the mock-meson approach is that physical hadronic ampli-
tudes can be identified with the corresponding quark model
amplitudes in the weak binding limit of the valence quark
approximation. This correspondence is exact only in the limit
of zero binding and in the hadron rest frame. Away from this
limit, the amplitudes are not, in general, Lorentz invariant by
terms of orderpi

2/mi
2 . In this approach the mock meson,

which we denote byM̃ , is defined as a state of a free quark
and antiquark with the wave function of the physical meson,
M :

uM̃ ~KW !&5A2MM̃E d3p FM~pW !xss̄fqq̄fcolor

3uq@~mq /m!KW 1pW ,s#q̄@~mq̄ /m!KW 2pW ,s̄#&,

~12!

whereFM(pW ), xss̄, fqq̄ , andfcolor are momentum, spin,
flavor, and color wave functions, respectively,m5mq

1mq̄ , KW is the mock-meson momentum,MM̃ is the mock-
meson mass, andA2MM̃ is included to normalize the mock-
meson wave function. To calculate the hadronic amplitude,
the physical matrix element is expressed in terms of Lorentz
covariants with Lorentz-scalar coefficientsA. In the simple
cases when the mock-meson matrix element has the same
form as the physical meson amplitude, we simply takeA5

Ã.
In the case of interest, the axial meson decay constants are

expressed as:

^0uq̄gm~12g5!quM ~KW ,l!&5
i

~2p!3/2
f K1e

m~KW ,l!,

~13!
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whereem(KW ,l) is theK1 polarization vector andf K1 is the

appropriateK1 decay constant. To calculate the left-han
side of Eq.~13!, we first calculate

^0uq̄gm~12g5!quq@~mq /m!KW 1pW ,s#q̄@~mq̄ /m!KW 2pW ,s̄#&,
~14!

using free quark and antiquark wave functions and wei
the result with the meson’s momentum space wave funct

There are a number of ambiguities in the mock-mes
approach and different prescriptions have appeared in
literature. For example, there are several different definitio
for the mock-meson mass (MM̃) appearing in Eq.~12!. To be
consistent with the mock-meson prescription, we should
the mock-meson mass defined as^Eq&1^Eq̄&. However, be-
cause it is introduced to give the correct relativistic norm
ization of the meson’s wave function, the physical mass
another, perhaps more appropriate, definition. The sec
ambiguity is the question of which component of the fou
vector in Eq.~13! we should use to obtainf K1. In principle,
it should not matter as both the left- and right-hand sides
Eq. ~13! are Lorentz four-vectors. This is true in the wea
binding limit where binding effects are totally neglected, b
in practice, this is not the case. We follow Ref.@13# and
extract f K1 using the spatial components of Eq.~13! in the

limit KW→0. Finally, evaluating Eq.~14! introduces factors of
;mi /Ei . While some prescriptions take the expression d
rived from Eq.~13! only as a guideline and introduce powe
of ;(mi /Ei)

e with e an arbitrary power, we chose to use th
expression exactly as derived from Eq.~13!. The different
prescriptions are described in greater detail in Ref.@13#
which calculated the pseudoscalar decay constants (f K). We
will follow the approach taken there and use the variations
prescriptions as a measure of how seriously we should t
our results. In our results we, therefore, use the ‘‘exact’’ e
pression forf K1 and we takeMM̃ to be equal to the physica

mass (Mphys). Variations in the mock-meson normalizatio
result in variations inf K1 of at most 20%. Results using th
physical mass lie in the middle of the range so that we exp
uncertainties introduced by takingMM̃[Mphys to be no more
than;10%. As in Ref.@13#, f K1 was most sensitive to the
wave function used. Here, we use the sets of wave functi
that gave the best agreement with experiment forf K in Ref.
@13#. We choose two possibilities, one which underestima
f K and one which overestimated it. We would expect the
choices to likewise bound the actual value of thef K1.

The expressions we obtain forf K1 are given by

f K1~
3P1!52

4A3
3 AMK̃1E d3p

~2p!3/2
S iA 3

8p
fK1

~p! D
3pF SEq1mq

2Eq
D SEq̄1mq̄

2Eq̄
D G1/2

3F 1

Eq1mq
1

1

Eq̄1mq̄
G ,
d
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f K1~
1P1!51

2A6
3 AMK̃1E d3p

~2p!3/2
S iA 3

8p
fK1

~p! D
3pF SEq1mq

2Eq
D SEq̄1mq̄

2Eq̄
D G1/2

3F 1

Eq1mq
2

1

Eq̄1mq̄
G , ~15!

where fK1
(p) is the radial part of the momentum space

wave function,Eq5AupW u21mq
2 andEq̄5AupW u21mq̄

2. In the
SU~3! limit, only Ka couples to the weak current.

With the definition of f K1 given by Eq.~13!, the partial

width for t→K1nt is given by

G~t→K1nt!5
GF
2 uVusu2f K1

2 mt
3

16pmK1
2 ~12mK1

2 /mt
2!2

3~112mK1
2 /mt

2!. ~16!

A. The nonrelativistic limit

It is useful to examine theK1 decay constants in the non-
relativistic limit, where their qualitative properties are more
transparent. In this limit, the axial-vector meson decay con
stants become

f K1~
3P1!52A12MK 1̃F 1mq

1
1

mq̄
GA 3

8p

]RP~r !

]r U
r50

,

f K1~
1P1!5A6MK 1̃F 1mq

2
1

mq̄
GA 3

8p

]RP~r !

]r U
r50

,

~17!

whereRP(r ) is the radial part of the coordinate space wave
function. Combining the weak decay amplitudes with the
mixed K1 eigenstates, the decay constants for the mixe
uK1&52uus̄& states are given by1

f K low52AF S 1

mu
2

1

ms
D cosuK2A2S 1

mu
1

1

ms
D sinuKG ,

f Khigh51AF S 1

mu
2

1

ms
D sinuK1A2S 1

mu
1

1

ms
D cosuKG ,

~18!

where we have defined

A5A6MK 1̃SA 3

8p

]RP~r !

]r U
r50

D . ~19!

In the SU~3! limit, f K1(
1P1) explicitly goes to zero and

only the 3P1 state couples to the weak current. TheKb cou-
pling therefore goes like the SU~3! breaking (ms2md).

1Note that the sign change going from Eq.~17! to Eq.~18! comes
from the phase in theK1 flavor wave function.
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B. Extracting uK using the nonrelativistic expressions

We can obtain an estimate of the3P1-
1P1 mixing angle

by comparing the quark model predictions to experiment.
stated above, the values of the decay constants were q
sensitive to the choice of wave function. We calculated t
f K1 for two sets of wave functions that gave the best agr
ment between a quark model calculation and experiment
the pseudoscalar decay constants@13#. We expect that the
actual values for thef K1 will lie between the values predicted
using these wave functions. The values for the two mes
masses and two sets of wave functions are given in Tabl

There are four measurements that can be used to cons
uK . The TPC/Two-Gamma Collaboration@4# has made the
measurements:

B„t→nK1~1270!…5~0.4120.35
10.41!31022, ~20!

B„t→nK1~1400!…5~0.7620.33
10.40!31022, ~21!

B~t→nK1!5~1.1720.37
10.41!31022, ~22!

and Alemany@19# combines CLEO and ALEPH data@20# to
obtain:

B~t→nK1!5~0.7760.12!31022, ~23!

which is smaller than, but consistent with, the TPC/Tw
Gamma result. CLEO claims that thet decays preferentially
to theK1(1270).

Using the ratioB„t→nK1(1270)…/B„t→nK1(1400)… has
the advantage of factoring out the uncertainties associa
with theK1 wave function. The ratio is given by2

R51.83UsinuK2d cosuK
cosuK1d sinuK

U2, ~24!

where 1.83 is a phase space factor andd is an SU~3!-
breaking factor given by

d5
1

A2
Sms2mu

ms1mu
D . ~25!

2The numbers from Table I give a slightly different value since t
differentK1 masses in our expression forf K1 do not exactly factor
out.

TABLE I. Axial-vector decay constants in the nonrelativisti
limit using simple harmonic oscillator wave functions. Thef K1 for
uK1&52uus̄& are given in units of GeV2.

Parameter set MK1
51.273 GeV MK1

51.402 GeV

Set 1a f Kb520.049 f Kb520.050
f Ka510.269 f Ka510.283

Set 2b f Kb520.070 f Kb520.073
f Ka510.396 f Ka510.415

aFrom Ref. @18# with b50.257 GeV,mu5md50.33 GeV, and
ms50.55 GeV.
bFrom Ref.@17# with b50.3 andmu5md andms as above.
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The ratioR is plotted in Fig. 1~a! as a function ofuK . Taking
mu50.33 GeV andms50.55 GeV and fitting Eq.~24! to the
ratio of the TPC/Two-Gamma results, we obtain
230°&uK&50° at 68% C.L. where the large uncertainty is
directly attributed to the large errors in the branching ratios.3

Although the relative errors for the individual branching
ratios are smaller than those of the ratio, especially for th
sum to the twoK1 states, using the branching ratios intro-
duces additional uncertainties because of the errors asso
ated with the meson wave function. In addition, the branch
ing ratios turn out to be less sensitive touK than the ratio is.
This is seen very clearly in Figs. 1~b!–1~d! where we have
plotted the branching ratios for t→ntK1(1270),
t→ntK1(1400) and the sum of the two, respectively. The
values tt5(295.663.1)310215 s and uVusu50.2205
60.0018 were used to obtain these curves@21#. The two
curves in each figure represent the two wave functions w
use and we have included the experimental value with it
error. In Fig. 1~d! both the TPC/Two-Gamma and the CLEO
and ALEPH values are shown. It is apparent from these fig
ures that it is not particularly meaningful to extract a value
for uK from these results and any value would be very mode
dependent. Clearly, better data are needed. The ratio of th
rates into the individual final states will give the most model-
independent constraints onuK .

C. Extracting uK using the relativized expressions

We next calculate the axial meson decay constants usin
the relativized formula of Eq.~15!. One might question the
importance of including relativistic corrections. However, we
need only consider the importance of another relativistic cor
rection: QCD hyperfine interactions which give rise to the
r2p, K*2K, . . . , B*2B splittings @22#. Although it is
difficult to gauge the importance of relativistic corrections to
the f K1, if nothing else their inclusion acts as one more
means of judging the reliability of the results.

As in the previous section, we give results for two wave
function sets that give reasonable agreement for thef K in a
similar calculation. The variousf K1 are given in Table II. We
expect that the actual values will lie between the two value
given for each case. The predictions for the various branch
ing fractions are shown in Fig. 2 as functions ofuK along
with the experimental values. The most reliable constrain
again comes from the ratio of branching fractions which
gives 235°&uK&45° at 68% C.L. One could also extract
values usingB„t→nK1(1400)… andB„t→nK1(1270)… but
as in the nonrelativistic case, these values are quite sensiti
to the magnitude off K1 which depends on the poorly known

K1 wave functions.
We conclude that the decayst→nK1 offer a means of

measuring the3P1-
1P1 mixing angle but to do so will re-

quire more precise measurements than are currently ava
able.

he

3Thex2 of the fit actually has two local minima corresponding to
both a negative and a positive solution. However, since the hum
separating the two solutions is approximately equal toDx2<1, the
entire range given foruK is consistent at 68% C.L.

c
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FIG. 1. The t→K1n decay
widths as functions ofuK for the
nonrelativistic results. R5B„t
→nK1(1270)…/B„t→nK1(1400)….
In all figures the dashed curve is
for the wave functions from Ref.
@18# and the dot-dashed curve is
for the wave functions from Ref.
@17#. In the figure for R, both
curves lie on each other. The solid
and dotted lines are for the experi-
mental values and their 12s er-
rors from the TPC/Two-Gamma
measurement@4#. In addition, in
the figure for B(t→nK1), the
solid line bounded by the dot-dot-
dashed lines are for the CLEO and
ALEPH result and their 12s er-
ror @19#.
IV. STRONG DECAYS OF THE K1’s

It is well known that the strong decays of theK1 mesons
provides a means of extracting the3P1-

1P1 mixing angle
@23#. In particular, theB„K1(1270)→K*p…/B„K1(1400)
→K*p… and B„K1(1270)→Kr)/B„K1(1400)→Kr… ratios
have been especially useful. We examine the decays to
final statesKr, Kv, andK*p. Although other decays are
observed, they lie below threshold and proceed through t
tails of the Breit-Wigner resonances making the calculation
less reliable. In this section we examine the strongK1 decays
using the pseudoscalar emission model@6#, the 3P0 model
~also known as the quark-pair creation model! @24#, and the
flux-tube-breaking model@8#. We concentrate on the decays
K1→K*p andK1→rK.

For the decaysK1→VP, whereV and P denote vector
and pseudoscalar mesons, respectively, the Okubo-Zwe
Iizuka ~OZI!-rule-allowed decays can be described by tw
independentS- and D-wave amplitudes which we labelS

TABLE II. Axial-vector decay constants using the relativized
mock-meson matrix elements. Simple harmonic oscillator wav
functions are used with the parameters given below. Thef K1 for
uK1&52uus̄&are given in units of GeV2.

Parameter set MK1
51.273 GeV MK1

51.402 GeV

Set 1a f Kb520.024 f Kb520.025
f Ka510.220 f Ka510.231

Set 2b f Kb520.040 f Kb520.042
f Ka510.486 f Ka510.510

aFrom Ref. @17# with b50.3, mu5md50.33 GeV, andms50.55
GeV.
bWe used effective oscillator parameters from Ref.@6#. They were
obtained by fitting simple harmonic oscillator wave functions to th
rms radii of the wave functions of Ref.@6# to obtainbK1

50.45
GeV,mu5md50.22 GeV, andms50.419 GeV.
the
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s

ig-
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andD. The decay amplitudes, using the conventions of Eq.
~8!, are given by

A~K1
low→@K*p#S!52S sin~uK2u0!,

A~K1
low→@K*p#D!51D cos~uK2u0!,

A~K1
high→@K*p#S!52S cos~uK2u0!,

A~K1
high→@K*p#D!52D sin~uK2u0!,

A~K1
low→@rK#S!51S sin~uK1u0!,

A~K1
low→@rK#D!51D cos~uK1u0!,

A~K1
high→@rK#S!51S cos~uK1u0!,

A~K1
high→@rK#D!52D sin~uK1u0!,

A~K1
high→@vK#S!51A1

3
S cos~uK1u0!,

A~K1
high→@vK#D!52A1

3
D sin~uK1u0!, ~26!

where sinu05A1/3 and cosu05A2/3 and the subscriptsS and
D refer toS- andD-wave decays. In the heavy quark limit,
the j51/2 state decays intoK*p in an S wave and the
j53/2 state decays intoK*p in a D wave. Since the decay
K1(1400)→K*p is dominantly S wave while the decay
K1(1270)→K*p has comparableS- andD-wave contribu-
tions, we conclude that experimental data favors the heavier
JP511 to be mainlyj51/2 and the lighter one to be mainly
j53/2.

e

e
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FIG. 2. The t→K1n decay
widths as a function ofuK for the
relativized results. In all figures
the dashed curve is for the wave
function from Ref. @6# and the
dot-dashed curve is for the wave
function from Ref.@17#. The other
line labeling is the same as in
Fig. 1.
m

g
s
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In the following subsections we give results for these a
plitudes, the resulting decay widths, and the fitted values
uK for the various decay models.

A. Decays by the pseudoscalar-meson emission model

In this approach, meson decay proceeds through a sin
quark transition via the emission of a pseudoscalar me
@6#. We assume that the pair creation ofu, d, ands quarks is
approximately SU~3! symmetric. We follow Ref.@6# and use
the various approximations introduced there. The result
amplitudes are given by

D5
1

2
Aq̃2F~q2!, ~27!

S5S̃F~q2!, ~28!

whereA51.67, S̃53.27,q is the momentum of each outgo
ing meson in the center-of-mass~CM! frame, q̃5q/b,
b50.4 GeV, and

F~q2!5A1

2S q

2p D 1/2exp„2q2/~16b2!…. ~29!

Numerical values for the amplitudes are given in Table II
The partial widths forK1→K*p and K1→rK and the

ratio of theD to S amplitudes forK1→K*p are plotted in
Fig. 3 as functions ofuK for the K1(1270) andK1(1400).
The experimental values are given with their errors. Fro
the figures it is clear that the experimental values f
K1(1270)→K*p, K1(1400)→rK, andAD /AS@K1(1400)#
correspond to minima in the quark model results wi
uK;45°. We performed ax2 fit to the data listed in Table IV
and obtaineduK548°65°. We also allowed theS̃, A, and
b parameters to vary and obtained very similar results,
main difference being that thex2 value at the minimum de-
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creased significantly. The partial widths andAD /AS(K1
→K*p) ratios are given in Table IV for the fitted value of
uK .

B. Decays by the flux-tube breaking model

The flux-tube-breaking model is a variation of the3P0
model which more closely describes the actual decay pro-
cesses. In the3P0 model the elementary process is described
by the creation of aqq̄ pair with the quantum numbers of the
vacuum,JPC5011. The greatest advantage of this approach
is that it requires only one overall normalization constant for
the pair creation process. In the flux-tube-breaking model,

TABLE III. Strong decay amplitudes for the strange axial me-
sons using the pseudoscalar emission model, the3P0 decay model
and the flux-tube-breaking model. Note that the amplitudes include
phase space and are all given in units of MeV1/2.

3P0 Flux-tube breaking
Amplitude Pseudoscalar Set 1a Set 1a Set 2b

g emission 6.25 10.4 12.8

S(K1
low→rK) 8.02 8.81 8.50 11.0

D(K1
low→rK) 0.074 0.056 0.057 0.055

S(K1
low→K*p) 15.5 15.5 14.8 20.5

D(K1
low→K*p) 2.23 2.36 2.43 2.29

S(K1
high→rK) 15.4 15.5 14.8 20.1

D(K1
high→rK) 2.18 2.28 2.34 2.25

S(K1
high→K*p) 17.3 15.1 14.2 20.7

D(K1
high→K*p) 4.45 4.61 4.74 4.44

S(K1
high→Kv) 15.1 15.4 14.7 20.0

D(K1
high→Kv) 1.96 2.04 2.10 2.02

aSimple harmonic oscillator wave functions withb50.40 GeV,
mu50.33 GeV, andms50.55 GeV.
bWave functions from Ref.@6#.
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the flux-tube-like structure of the decaying meson and i
implications for 3P0 amplitudes are taken into account by
viewing a meson decay as occurring via the breaking of th
flux tube with the simultaneous creation of a quark-antiqua
pair. To incorporate this into the3P0 model, the pair creation
amplitudeg is allowed to vary in space so that theqq̄ pair is
produced within the confines of a flux-tube-like region sur
rounding the initial quark and antiquark. This model is de
scribed in detail in Ref.@8#. The 3P0 model corresponds to
the limit in whichg is constant.

For the3P0 model using simple harmonic oscillator wave
functions, theS andD amplitudes are given by

S5F32q2Sm13bB
21m23bC

2

3bB
4bC

4 D
3@3bB

2bC
22b2~m13bB

21m23bC
2 !#GF~q2!A, ~30!

D5q2Sm13bB
21m23bC

2

3bB
4bC

4 D @3bB
2bC

22b2~m13bB
21m23bC

2 !#

3F~q2!A, ~31!

where

F~q2!5expF2q2

6 S b2@~m132m23!
2bA

21m13
2 bB

21m23
2 bC

2 #

bA
2bB

2bC
2 D G ,

~32!

A5
2ig

27p1/4b1/2S b

bA
D 5/2S b2

bBbC
D 3/2q1/2S M̃BM̃C

M̃A
D 1/2, ~33!

b225
1

3
~bA

221bB
221bC

22!, ~34!

m135
m1

m11m3
, ~35!

m235
m2

m21m3
, ~36!

m1 and m2 are the quark and antiquark masses from th
original meson,m3 is the mass of the created quark or anti
quark, theb i are the simple harmonic oscillator wave func
tion parameters, andq is the momentum of each outgoing
meson in the CM frame. For these results we take theM̃ i to
be equal to the calculated masses of the mesons in a sp
independent potential@8#. Numerical values for the relevant
amplitudes are given in Table III.

The decay amplitudes in the3P0 model were computed
symbolically usingMATHEMATICA @25#. In the flux-tube-
breaking model, two of the six integrals were done analyt
cally; the remaining four were done numerically. The inte
grands were prepared symbolically usingMATHEMATICA and
then integrated numerically using either adaptive Mon
Carlo ~VEGAS @26#! or a combination of adaptive Gaussian
quadrature routines.
ts
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rk
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We calculated theK1 strong decays using both the flux-
tube-breaking model, and the3P0 model for several sets of
wave functions. In all cases we fittedg to 28 of the best-
known meson decays by minimizing thex2 defined by
x25( i(G i

theory2G i
expt)2/dG i

2 wheredG i is the experimental
error.4 The details of these fits are given in Ref.@27#. We
performed a second fit to theK1 decays where we allowed
both uK and g to vary. The value ofuK obtained in the
second approach did not change much from the first valu
the main difference being that thex2 in the second fit was
reduced substantially. The values forg obtained in the sec-
ond set of fits are consistent, within errors, with those ob
tained by the global fit of Ref.@27#. In Fig. 4 we show the

4For the calculations in the flux-tube-breaking model, a 1% erro
due to the numerical integration was added in quadrature with th
experimental error.

FIG. 3. Predictions of the pseudoscalar emission model as fun
tions ofuK for theK1 partial widths~to K*p andrK), and ratio of
D to S amplitudes ~to K*p). The solid curves are for the
K1(1270) and the dashed curves are for theK1(1400). The hori-
zontal lines are the 12s error bounds for the experimental mea-
surements@21# with the same line labelling~solid, dashed! as the
predictions.@The experimental lower bound forK1(1400)→rK lies
on the axis.#
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TABLE IV. Partial decay widths and ratios ofD to S amplitudes of the strange axial mesons for the pseudoscalar emission model,
3P0 decay model and the flux-tube-breaking model using the fitted value ofuK . The widths are given in MeV.AD /AS refers to the ratio of
D to S amplitudes. The errors onuK are 12s.

Experiment Pseudoscalar 3P0 Flux-tube breakinga

Decay ~Ref. @21#! emission Set 1b Set 1b Set 2c

uK 48°65° 45°64° 44°64° 51°63°

G„K1(1270)→rK… 38610 63 75 70 121
G„K1(1270)→K*p… 14.465.5 16 12 11 35
uAD /AS„K1(1270)→K*p…u 1.060.7 0.64 0.89 1.02 0.40
G„K1(1400)→rK… 5.265.2 7.9 12 13 6.7
G„K1(1400)→K*p… 164616 286 221 197 400
G„K1(1400)→Kv… 1.761.7 2.3 3.6 3.9 1.9
uAD /AS„K1(1400)→K*p…u 0.0460.01 0.058 0.052 0.051 0.062

aNote that because the flux-tube-breaking calculation involves a numerical integral with a 1% error, the two values ofS ~or D) calculated
from theK1(1270) andK1(1400) decay results may not agree exactly. In Table III an average value of the two results is given. Becaus
S andD values in Table III are not exact, using them with Eq.~26! will not exactly reproduce the flux-tube-breaking results show in this
table, which are calculated directly from the numerical work.
bSimple harmonic oscillator wave functions withb50.40 GeV,mu50.33 GeV, andms50.55 GeV.
cWave functions from Ref.@6#.
decay widths and ratios ofD to S amplitudes as functions of
uK for the 3P0 model. The results for the two variations o
the flux-tube-breaking model are very similar and are the
fore not shown. It is clear from these figures thatuK will be
approximately equal to 45°. The fitted values ofuK for the
various models, and the resulting widths, are given in Tab
IV.

V. DISCUSSION

One of the motivations for this analysis is to relate hadro
properties to the underlying theory viaeffectiveinterquark
interactions@28#. We begin our discussion of theK1 mesons
by rewriting the nonrelativistic, spin-dependent potential in
more suitable form and interpreting it as aneffectiveinterac-
tion @28#. We will later examine theK1 meson properties in
the limit mQ→`.

The spin-orbit Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

Hqq̄
SO~CM!5

2

3

as

r 3 S 1

mq
1

1

mq̄
D 2SW •LW

1
2

3

as

r 3 S 1

mq
2 2

1

mq̄
2DSW 2•LW , ~37!

Hqq̄
SO~TP!52

1

4r

]Hqq̄
conf

]r F S 1

mq
2 1

1

mq̄
2DSW •LW

1S 1

mq
2 2

1

mq̄
2DSW 2•LW G , ~38!
f
re-

le

n

a

FIG. 4. Predictions of the3P0 model as functions ofuK for the
K1 partial widths~to K*p andrK), and ratio ofD to S amplitudes
~to K*p). The line labeling is the same as in Fig. 3.
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whereSW 5SW q1SW q̄ , SW 25SW q2SW q̄ . Taking q̄5Q, the various terms inHSO can be rearranged as

HSO5HSO
1 SW •LW 1HSO

2 SW 2•LW 5HSO
q SW q•LW 1HSO

Q SWQ•LW , ~39!

where the definitions ofHSO
1 , HSO

2 , H SO
q , andHSO

Q follow from Eqs.~37! and~38!. It is theHSO
2 term which gives rise to the

spin-orbit mixing between the singlet and triplet states. With this Hamiltonian, we obtain the mass formulas for theP-wave
mesons

M ~3P2!5M01
1

4
^Hcont&2

1

10
^H ten&1^HSO

1 &,

SM ~3P1!

M ~1P1!
D 5S M01

1

4
^Hcont&1

1

2
^H ten&2^HSO

1 & A2^HSO
2 &

A2^HSO
2 & M02

3

4
^Hcont&

D S 3P1

1P1
D ,

M ~3P0!5M01
1

4
^Hcont&2^H ten&22^HSO

1 &, ~40!
r
-
d

t

e

o

e

where thê Hi& are the expectation values of the spatial pa
of the various terms,M0 is the center of mass of the multip
let, and we have adopted a phase convention correspon

to the order of couplingLW 3SW q3SWQ .
We can rewrite HSO using the substitutions

m5 1
2 (mq1mQ) and D5(mQ2mq) to obtain the approxi-

mate expression

HSO.F83 as

m2r 3
2

1

2m 2

1

r

]Hqq̄
conf

]r
SW •LW

2
D

m
F43 as

m2r 3
2

1

2m2

1

r

]Hqq̄
conf

]r GSW 2•LW . ~41!

Written in this way, one sees that there is a factor of 2 d
ference between the color magnetic term and the Thom
precession term for theHSO

2 relative toHSO
1 . The observed

spin-orbit splittings in hadrons indicate a delicate cancel
tion between the color magnetic and Thomas precess
spin-orbit terms. Given this cancellation, the factor of
could lead to a large effect or even a sign reversal in
spin-orbit mixing.

In particular, the relativized quark model give
uK525° @3#. This originates from̂HSO

2 &;21 MeV. On the
other hand, the various phenomenological measurem
give uK;40° which implies a value of̂HSO

2 &;40 MeV.
Comparing these numbers tôHSO

1 &;47 MeV, extracted
from Ref. @3#, one can see that by extracting a value f
^HSO

2 & from uK and comparing it to the value for^HSO
1 &, one

can obtain information about the relative strengths of t
Coulomb and confining pieces ofHqq̄

conf. Given the sensitivity
of the mixing angle to the delicate cancellation betwe
terms,L-Smixing can therefore be a useful means of pro
ts
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ing the confinement potential.5

We next consider the heavy quark limit, wheremQ→`.
In this limit the mass formulas simplify to

M ~3P2!5M01^HSO
q &,

SM ~3P1!

M ~1P1!
D 5SM02^HSO

q & A2^HSO
q &

A2^HSO
q & M0

D S 3P1

1P1
D ,

M ~3P0!5M022^HSO
q &. ~42!

The two mixedK1 mass eigenstates ofJ
P511 appropriate

to the heavy quark limit are described by the total angular
momentaj of the light quark withj51/2 andj53/2 which
are degenerate with theJP501 andJP521 states, respec-
tively. In what follows, we will takê HSO

q & positive but simi-
lar results are obtained for̂HSO

q & negative. For̂ HSO
q &.0,

the mixing angle is given by sinuK52A2/3 and
cosuK5A1/3 (uK5254.7°) withMK low

degenerate with the
3P0 ( j51/2) state andMKhigh

degenerate with the3P2

( j53/2) state.
For theK1 decay constants, in the limit thatms̄ becomes

infinitely heavy, thef K1 become proportional to the inverse
of the light quark mass and are given by

f K low5
A3A
mu

, f Khigh50. ~43!

So, in the heavy quark limit, only thej51/2 state couples to
the weak current. By comparing this result to the measured

5Nevertheless, one cannot rule out the possibility that another
mechanism is responsible for3P1-

1P1 mixing such as mixing via
common decay channels@29#.
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decays, one might learn how well the heavy quark limit d
scribes the strange axial mesons. Using the value ofuK that
gives the j51/2 and j53/2 eigenstates~expected in the
heavy quark limit! and using a finite mass strange quark~still
taking ^HSO

q &.0), the decay constants are given by

f K~ j51/2!51
A3A
mu

S 11
mu

3ms
D ,

f K~ j53/2!52A8

3

A

ms
. ~44!

The value does not change very much for thej51/2 state,
mu/3ms.0.2, but the j53/2 state decay constant is n
longer zero; rather it is now similar in magnitude to that
the j51/2 state.

More importantly, theuK we used in the above discussio
was based on theJP511 mass matrix obtained for the heav
quark limit which assumes that the contact and tensor c
tributions are negligible. However, values for these ter
extracted from predictions of the relativized quark model@3#
are: ^Hcont&533 MeV, ^H ten&556 MeV, and ^HSO

1 &547
MeV. Clearly, the assumption that the contact and ten
pieces are negligible is not supported by this model so t
the heavy quark limit is questionable for thes quark.

We conclude that while the heavy quark limit is an inte
esting means of making qualitative observations, the ac
situation for the strange axial mesons is far more com
cated.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied the properties of the strange axial
mesons in the quark model. We extracted theK1(

3P1)-
K1(

1P1) mixing using the mass predictions, by comparing a
quark model calculation of theK1 decay constants to the
decayst→ntK1 , and by comparing strong decay widths cal-
culated using the pseudoscalar emission model and the flux-
tube-breaking model to experimental results. In all cases we
obtained a mixing angle consistent withuK.45°. There are
two important conclusions we can draw from this result.
First, the relativized quark model predicts a much smaller
mixing angle of;25°. Either the quark model result is way
off, which is possible given the delicate cancellation taking
place between the contributions to the spin-orbit term, or a
different mechanism is responsible for the3P1-

1P1 mixing
@29#. The second observation we make on the basis of the
quark model results is that the heavy quark limit does not
appear to be applicable to the strange axial mesons. We come
to this conclusion because the tensor interaction is still com-
parable in size to the spin-orbit interactions and additionally,
the mixing angle is not compatible with that expected in the
heavy quark limit.
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